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Present:                     Virginia Torbert, Chairperson               Susan Herman       

                                    Jeff Benedetto, BOS Liaison                  William Hogan 

                                    Catherine Chia-Calabria                                                           

Also in attendance were Julie and Seamus MacGuire, and Deborah Perry, Makefield Road residents 

 

Mrs. Torbert called the September meeting of the Citizens Traffic Commission to order at 7:30PM. 

Makefield Road Roadway Safety Analysis – The MacGuires were in attendance to follow up on their 

remarks at a recent BOS meeting on the problems they face in safely crossing Makefield Road. 

Mrs. Torbert reported that, at the last CTC meeting, Mr. Zadrovicz from TPD was in attendance, and that 

the CTC members provided their input to him on what should be included in the Safety Analysis Study 

for Makefield Road.   Mrs. Torbert noted that the CTC had requested that two things be done right away 

– checking the neighborhood for foliage that needs to be cut back at intersecting streets and replacing 

the pedestrian crossing warning sign that was in the crosswalk and removed for the summer.     

In a meeting with Chief Coluzzi, Mr. Benedetto learned that the Township regularly goes into 

neighborhoods to check on foliage and requests that residents cut it back, if necessary.  The Chief 

indicated the Safety Analysis Study had begun and should take about two months to complete.  He 

noted that there have been 7 reportable accidents on Makefield Road over the last 5 years and that 4-6 

people regularly use the crosswalk on school mornings.    

It was pointed out that Makefield is the only elementary school in the Township with a 35 MPH speed 

limit.  All the other ones have a 25 MPH speed limit. 

There was discussion of compliance with the crosswalk and it was agreed that compliance with the 

crosswalk is a separate issue and will not be part of the study.   

The Commission shared ideas for making the road safer, including the possibility of lowering the regular 

speed limit by the school to 25 MPH, adding markings and signs, narrowing the lanes, and raising the 

crosswalk.   The question was raised as to whether the study would address the problem, raised by 

some of the residents, of the many different turns that take place at the intersection near the school 

from and to East and West School Lanes. 



Mrs. Torbert said the CTC should compile a list of options to be pursued, including the Zendrive Study on 

distracted driving near Makefield School, the Boston Study on Crosswalks Compliance, and Complete 

Streets.  Mrs. Herman will draft an email and Mrs. Torbert will send it to Mr. Zadrovicz. 

There followed a discussion of bike/car safety.  It was suggested that the next safe driving initiative 

could be on that topic.  Mrs. Herman suggested that a subcommittee, including students, could be 

established since most effective safe driving initiatives are peer to peer.  Capital Health will be doing a 

presentation at the LMT Community Center on the topic of bike/car safety in the future. 

Mr. Benedetto will ask TPD to give CTC a copy of the draft Safety Analysis Study report when it’s 
completed so they can review it.      

Petition to PennDOT re Weight Restricting Trucks on Taylorsville/Main Street/Yardley-Morrisville 

Road and River Road – Mrs. Torbert and Mrs. Herman had met with Ryan Bevitz of State Representative 

Perry Warren’s office regarding the scope of the study and to get more information on what Yardley 

Borough and Lower Makefield had included in their applications.  The CTC hopes that it will include the 

entirety of LMT.  The results of the, Yardley and LMT Penndot study are expected in 8 weeks. Mrs. 

Torbert expressed the opinion that it is unlikely any steps will be taken before the Scudder Falls Bridge 

work is completed. Mrs. Herman expressed concern about weight restricting roads in the region as the 

many-year weight restricting of Swamp Road created unsafe diversion of truck traffic through LMT.     

The CTC requests that there be a public review of the study results.  And the CTC would like to weigh 

in before any action is taken. 

Other Business - Mrs. Torbert talked about the email regarding Highland and Maplevale which indicated 

that enforcement has been increased in the area.  

Mr.Benedetto presented information on the Sandy Run report. The report found Boucher and James, 

and SEPTA, to have some responsibility for the need to close the road.   The current plan is to install 

chicanes. If those do not slow down the traffic, Sandy Run Road may need to be moved further down 

Edgewood toward Schuyler.  Mr. Benedetto said Sandy Run might not open for at least a year. 

With no further business to discuss, the September meeting of the Citizens Traffic Commission was 

adjourned at 10pm. The next meeting of the CTC will be held on Monday, October 16, at 7:30pm. 

                                                                                                                  Respectfully Submitted, 

 

                                                                                                                  Virginia Torbert, Chairperson   

                                                   

    

 

 

 


